To the students in Jeff Stevens’ section, following is my policy to deal the problem regarding the Thursday quiz (quiz #7):

- If you would like to take a make-up quiz, **show up 1 hour before the review session this Sunday**. In other words, be in 100 Mendenhall Lab at 4:30 on June 5. Jeff will be there to answer questions and go over homework problems just as would usually be done in recitation. He’ll give the make-up exam at the end.

- If you did not take the quiz and do not want to take the make-up quiz, **then do nothing**. Your quiz score will be based on quizzes #1-6 with the lowest scoring quiz dropped.

- If you did take the quiz and you want your score to count normally, **then do nothing**.

- If you did take the quiz and you don’t want it to count and you don’t want to take the make-up, **send e-mail to Jeff (jstevens@pacific.mps.ohio-state.edu)**.

Check your quiz scores next week to make sure everything is handled correctly.